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CLIENT SERVICE BULLETIN

MERCHANT: Sales Order Processing
Enhanced Password Levels for Price/Discount Amendment

Introduction
This Client service Bulletin describes the standard facility in Merchant to give
greater control of password access to the amendment of selling prices and
discounts. This new functionality is based on the ability to create multiple levels
of passwords for use in Sales Order Entry.

In prior product release, the standard system uses a single global password
which was valid throughout all order types - quotations, despatch notes,
invoices etc. This functionality can now be replaced by a set of password
privilege levels which are linked to specific orders types. In this way a master
password can be set up to allow amendment of prices and discounts in all types,
with a series of lower level passwords which are configured to include/exclude
particular patterns of order types. This avoids the previous need to give an
operator who may change discounts on quotation orders the ability to amend
prices and discounts throughout all order and invoice lines.
The new functionality provides additional management control of system
operations, restricting who may amend prices and discounts. There are three
stages to this new functionality:
l

l

l

Firstly, there is the maintenance of the privilege levels and the associated
passwords.
Secondly, there is the entry and validation of the passwords in order entry,
together with the recording of the amendment and, optionally, invalid
password entry/attempted access violation.
Thirdly, there is the enquiry and reporting of the recorded price/discount
amendment history.
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First Stage: Standalone Password Setup & Maintenance
Program

The first stage is a standalone password set up and maintenance function.
Password privilege level numbers are entered to build a series of levels
against each of which is held a password and a table of "Y"s corresponding to
the order types where access to price/discount amendment is permitted.
Passwords are not displayed en clair for security reasons and, as in other
password maintenance functions, the existing password must be entered
before line amendment is permitted. What is being set up here is a series of
order type price/discount access rules where this password permits the ability
to amend prices and discounts in these order types. In addition, at the
acceptance option, the question is asked whether to update a file of invalid
password entries where a history of attempted access violations is held.
Some users/companies may wish to record such a history separately for
management of the monitoring, selection and reporting data. A complete
access history is always held on the sales line record.
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Second Stage: Password Entry (access denied) in Sales
Order Entry
For the second stage, in Sales Order Entry, what is required is that all
operators/terminals have access to the price/discount amendment options,
but the different passwords permit only for amendment of specific order
types. In other words, all users can see the "P", "N", "NP", "D1", "D2", "D3"
and "C" options in the help box and enter these options on the product
screen. However, on entering the option a password is demanded. The
entered password will be validated against those held in the table for the
appropriate order type.

As an example, one password may only permit the ability to amend
prices/discounts in "QO", quotation orders. Another master password would
allow amendment in all types of orders. Operators, users and terminals are
actually irrelevant, since it is part of the requirement that a manager with
knowledge of such a master password with superior access can go to any
operator's terminal and amend price/discounts with that appropriate
password. A full history of operator, terminal, date, time, current
prices/discounts together with a record of invalid password entry is kept on
the sales line. Optionally, a separate file can be updated if invalid passwords
are entered. This may be required to highlight repeated attempts to discover
valid passwords.
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Third Stage: Price/Discount History Enquiry

The third stage is an enquiry to view a history of the price and discount
amendments for each order line to identify when and by which operator the
options were used, what the resulting amended prices and discounts were, as
well as identifying attempted password violations. This history enquiry starts
with the entry of a current or invoiced sales order number.

From here the customer, delivery address, order date and number of lines are
displayed for confirmation, after which follows a display of all order lines
showing details of product and description, price and discounts together with
the operator, date and time of amendments. Also shown are the details of
invalid password entries where access was denied.
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Implementation Details

There are three new BP programs and one new file, which are linked to one new
parameter control record. In addition there is one new field in the SLINES file.

1 The first stage password maintenance program is:
BP EDP.PRICE.DISCOUNT.ACCESS. The table of passwords and associated
order types is held in COMPANY PRICE.DISCOUNT.ACCESS. Attribute 1 is a
multi-value list of the valid passwords held in an encrypted form and attribute 2
holds sub-value lists of the associated order types. Attribute 3 is “Y” if the file
of invalid password entry is to be maintained.

The new file is EDP.PRICE.DISCOUNT.INVALID.PASSWORDS. Relatively full
details of the sales line are kept since the line may have been deleted or not
completed following the attempted amendment. The attribute layout of the file
is as follows…
IP0 - USER*DATE*TIME
IP1 - OPERATOR
IP2 - USER/TERMINAL
IP3 - DATE
IP4 - TIME
IP5 - ORDER TYPE
IP6 - INVALID ATTEMPTS
IP7 - STATUS
IP8 - PRICE
IP9 - UNIT OF MEASURE
IP10 - DISC 1 %
IP11 - DISC 2 %
IP12 - DISC 3 %
IP13 - CSD RATE
IP14 – INVALID PASSWORDS
IP15 - PRICE ID
IP16 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
IP17 – QUANTITY ORDERED
IP18 – INVOICE ACCOUNT
IP19 – DELIVERY ACCOUNT
IP20 – DELIVERY ADDRESS
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2 The second stage password entry is handled by:

BP EDP.PRICE.DISCOUNT.AMEND.UFO. This is a ufo to be plugged into
SOP.FORMAT PRICE.DISCOUNT.AMEND.UFO attribute 1. A list of order types in
which these rules will be ignored may optionally be held in attribute 2. This
means, for example, that all Direct Order entry may be exempted from
password control since it is usually the case that selling prices are manually
entered here. Amendment and password entry details are kept on the sales line
record. There is a new previously unused field in the SLINES file SL4 for the
amendment history details. The layout of this history is as follows. It consists
of a series of multi-values, one for each time a price/discount option is entered.
Within each multi-value there is a set of sub-values as follows...
1 - operator code

2 - terminal number/user name
3 - date

4 - time

5 – order type

6 - invalid password entry count

7 - "OK" if valid password entered or "ESCAPE" if access was denied

The rest of the history is null if access was denied, otherwise it holds the
price/discount details prior to the amendment.
8 - price

9 - sales unit of measure

10 - discount 1 percentage
11 - discount 2 percentage
12 - discount 3 percentage
13 - csd percentage

3 The third stage price/discount amendment history enquiry is handled by:
BP EDP.PRICE.DISCOUNT.AMEND.HISTORY.
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